
Determining causation (locus) when analysing IR○

The individual is the relevant actor and fundamental cause of developments in world politics□
All IR/FP phenomena/developments emerge from the nature of individuals▪

General attributes and patterns of human behaviour□

Inherent attributes◊

E.g. Leadership

E.g. Harsh climates = tougher

Characteristics which makes us what we are acquired during formative period◊

Belief system◊

Acquired attributes◊

Personality of specific individuals

E.g. Crises◊

Patterns of behaviour at particular junctions

Role of specific attributes of specific individuals (the leaders)□

Research avenues:▪

Above institutions, etc.□
Assumes that humans have decisive autonomy▪

Allows for predictions of future behaviour in the IR arena▪

Rational choice/actor model□
War because of Adolf Hitler means WWII is analysed at the individual level□
War because of human greed□
Iran nuclear deal because Obama wanted to build a legacy of peace□

Examples▪

Individual level of analysis○

Institutions below the state level which influence IR▪

Religion□

E.g. Authoritarian

Regime type□

Class□
Military□
Bureaucracy/agencies□

Includes powerful groups under the state which have a voice▪

E.g. State department drove Iran deal, motivated by the fact that doing so would make space for their role▪

Sub-state○

National foreign policies and interests guide IR phenomena▪

Can be more abstract▪

E.g. US and Iran each negotiating for their national interests, irrespective of leaders▪

State level of analysis○

E.g. Sunnis vs Shiites struggling for leadership within Islam□
E.g. European and US fear of Iran leading the Muslim world into radicalism?□
E.g. EU□

Could include regions or collective groups▪

International features/structures?▪

Sub-system○

'Bottom-up'/'inside-out'□

E.g. Rise of dictatorship in a country (unit) would change the prospects of World War (a systemic event)□
Changes/attributes are the unit level affect phenomena at the system level□

Unit level of analysis○

'Outside in'▪

Changes in the system affect units within it▪

E.g. States + actors + how they interact

'The world is worth more than the sum of its constituting parts'□
Organises reality into a conceptual framework▪

Influenced by foreign policies of clusters of nations with some mutual condition▪

Systemic○

Levels

Levels of analysis
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Influenced by foreign policies of clusters of nations with some mutual condition▪

More abstract▪

Emerged due to gaps between scientific fields◊

Search for unifying language◊

Emphasises interaction systems in dynamic environment◊

E.g. Organisation restructuring◊

E.g. Trying to be more efficient and prioritising resources when there is a lack of input◊

1920s: General System Theory

E.g. University, state, parish, workplace–

People are members of multiple

Social systems◊

To respond and adapt to the environment

Achieve stability and security

Each system has functions◊

Communications/stimulus form the control centre◊

Input-output analysis◊

Emphasis on:◊

◊

1950-60s: Functional System Analysis (FSA)

Non-IR specific□

No central mechanism for information processing or decision making

Whereas above, there is a control centre

No central authority in the international system◊

Presumably no shared/central values◊

Cannot be applied to a world where each state is sovereign◊

Because:

Reflection of historical models rather than a theoretically sound/definitive concept◊

Rejected◊

Spectrum of potential distributions of power◊

All states are sovereign and powerful

Veto-units◊

Only distribution which arises under anarchy

Balance of power◊

◊

Kaplan's conceptualisation

See 'Paradigms'

Mainstream neorealism/structural realism

Waltz' conceptualisation

IR diverged from conventional systemic analysis□

History▪

E.g. 'The West'□
E.g. Poles of great/super- powers□

Examples▪
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Influenced foreign policy, war, peace, alliances, etc. of units◊

E.g. Cold War vs US hegemony

(Happening why?)

E.g. Iran in the Middle East◊

E.g. China and Russia on a global scale◊

Pushing rising actors to take advantage of the US weakness during this

Attributed to a systemic level because of vanishing unipolarity (one-state dominated world 
order) being a cause

◊

Compelling the US to move to over-reaction

The notion of the 'DWP' (not as a nation) being the systemic element? Or state-level 
because it concerns the ambitions of states?



Hegemonic stability theory proports that the international system is more likely to remain 
stable when there is a single nation as the dominant world power

◊

Side note

E.g. Collapsing hegemonic order/hegemon (US)□

E.g. Poles of great/super- powers□

See 'Paradigms'□
E.g. Systemic realism□
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